Using radial basis function on the general form of Chou's pseudo amino acid composition and PSSM to predict subcellular locations of proteins with both single and multiple sites.
Prediction of protein subcellular location is a meaningful task which attracted much attention in recent years. A lot of protein subcellular location predictors which can only deal with the single-location proteins were developed. However, some proteins may belong to two or even more subcellular locations. It is important to develop predictors which will be able to deal with multiplex proteins, because these proteins have extremely useful implication in both basic biological research and drug discovery. Considering the circumstance that the number of methods dealing with multiplex proteins is limited, it is meaningful to explore some new methods which can predict subcellular location of proteins with both single and multiple sites. Different methods of feature extraction and different models of predict algorithms using on different benchmark datasets may receive some general results. In this paper, two different feature extraction methods and two different models of neural networks were performed on three benchmark datasets of different kinds of proteins, i.e. datasets constructed specially for Gram-positive bacterial proteins, plant proteins and virus proteins. These benchmark datasets have different number of location sites. The application result shows that RBF neural network has apparently superiorities against BP neural network on these datasets no matter which type of feature extraction is chosen.